
The  Office  and  The
Anniversary
Our wedding anniversary is coming up – this year marks #9! –
and there’s a pretty cool gift we get this year: the first new
Office episode in months!  Steve Carell gave an interview with
TvGuide, and said that his character Michael Scott is hosting
a dinner party, and it goes terribly awry.  If you know
anything about the show, then you know how hilarious this will
be and are looking forward to it as much as we are.  So on
April 10, check out the first brand new Office episode since
the writer’s strike saga!

And that reminds me, on April 10, 2009, we are hopefully going
to have the time and resources to put together a “second
wedding” for our tenth anniversary.  We didn’t know any of our
Ohio friends when we got married way back in ’99, so we’d like
to renew our vows and “get married” all over again in Ohio, 10
years later!  And, luckily for us, April 10, 2009 falls on a
Friday!  So, this year we will be watching the Office.  Next
year, we will be “getting married” again, hopefully!

Return to the Knight
Ok….  so  it  really  seems  that  everything  old  is  quickly
becoming new again. Last fall we saw the “return” of The
Bionic Woman to television. Morat a not like this show. How a
woman get to be so powerful and strong is not right. Thank you
Morat. Very opinionated. But, I did not really care for the
updated version of the campy 1970s television series. The new
show had little character development, you did not care for
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any of them. Aside from the name Jaime Sommers, you would
never know that you were watching a show called The Bionic
Woman. Sunday night saw a movie of the week redo of an 80s
cult classic: Knight Rider. In the update, a young man named
Michael Tracer inherits driving the supercar named K.I.T.T. In
the old series, Michael’s father (Michael Knight… hence the
title… hahaha) drove the car while working with the government
to bring down the villain of the week. Michael Knight is
played by everyone’s favorite actor (oooookkkk) and America’s
Got Talent(?) judge, David Hasselhoff. Thank goodness the Hoff
was only on screen briefly at the end of the show. But what
makes Knight Rider fun was that it never takes itself for
anything less than it is: pure camp. It never takes itself
seriously. Of course, who would ever consider David Hasselhoff
a “serious” actor? The new Bionic Woman failed for just that
reason: it was too serious and at times, complicated Plus, the

recent writers strike also contributed to its demise. Old

KITT  New KITT The new Knight Rider is classified as a
“backdoor pilot.” If the movie did well enough in the ratings,
then it could potentially become a series. If not, then it
will disappear as quickly as it appeared


